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Why do Chapman & Huffman think humans are not different?

Commentary on Chapman & Huffman on Human Difference

Nick Zangwill
University College London & University of Lincoln

Abstract: This commentary discusses various shortcomings in Chapman & Huffman’s (2018) denial of differences between human beings and animals and the ethical consequences they think turn on this. Rationality is proposed as a candidate for such a difference, one that also has acceptable ethical consequences.

Chapman & Huffman (2018) (C&H) ask why we want to think humans are different from other animals. This looks like a psychological or sociological question. C&H’s answer is that human beings want to think they are different because they want to exploit and be cruel to non-human animals (henceforth simply ‘animals’). This hypothesis is difficult to evaluate because C&H provide no evidence to support it. No rival hypotheses are considered. One rival hypothesis is the simple one that people just think it is true that there are significant differences—the belief might not be motivated as C&H suppose; and people might or might not also think that their view has the consequences that C&H fear for our treatment of animals.

C&H believe that there are no characteristics that are unique to human beings, and C&H sometimes add (as a matter of course) that such a unique factor would make human beings superior to the other animals. To this end they criticize some very old and implausible ways of distinguishing between humans and animals (Carlyle 1833; Osler 1891). But this is not a good argument. There have been other ideas since that time, such as the appeal to rationality and reason. One such account has been advanced by Christine Korgaard (for example Korsgaard 2006, Korsgaard 2018a, Korsgaard 2018b), an idea to which I will return. What is most surprising, however, is that C&H also seem to accept that if there were morally significant human/animal differences, then they would justify humans mistreating animals. Why on earth believe that? We could surely recognize significant differences and think that humans and animals differ in respect of rights, obligations or duties because of the differences between them, but not in the way that C&H fear. For example: to recognize certain differences between adults and children, or between men and women need not be to justify exploitative relations. Often it is quite the opposite. For example, we think that the very vulnerability of children places extra moral burdens on adults to care for them; and some countries have tax exemptions on women’s sanitary products.

C&H seem to care a great deal about animals and about the environment. But to care for something you have to understand it. In the case of animals, this means understanding both what
human beings share with animals and how human beings differ from them. Anything else only sentimentalises our relations with the animal kingdom and the environment—and ultimately harms both.

One not implausible thought is that human beings and animals share sentience (consciousness) while differing in rational capacity or purpose. As Korsgaard emphasized, rational capacity means something like a capacity to self-ascribe normative concepts and change one’s mind as a consequence of that. (This is more than mere metacognition.) She calls this ‘normative self-government’. This capacity differs greatly from sentience. It is obvious that emphasizing the rationality of human beings does not at all imply that the sentience of human beings and animals does not matter. If an animal is sentient, then cruelty to it is wrong, whether it is human or not. But a difference in rational capacity means, for example, that only humans should be provided with an academic education or vote when a certain age, and so on. The difference in rationality yields moral differences, even though the similarity in sentience yields moral similarities.

C&H write as if any assertion of human uniqueness flies in the face of Darwin. But evolution results in many traits that distinguish between species, as quite a few of the commentators on C&H’s paper point out. So, why not also the human species? In particular, our rational capacities might be unique characteristics of human beings, and there is some evidence that it is. Now, it is true that Human rational capacities probably have primate evolutionary origins (Santos & Rosati 2015), but that hardly shows that these capacities are not now unique to human beings.

Note that rationality conceived as normative self-government is different from intelligence, where “intelligence” means the ability to adapt behaviour in the light of information about the world (Nissani 2006, Beckers & De Houwer 2016). Many species, including those that humans eat, exhibit considerable intelligence (Marino & Allen 2017, Marino & Merskin 2019). But intelligence does not imply the self-application of normative concepts in metacognition and subsequent changes in mindset, which is characteristic of human reasoning.

Against this, it might be argued that possessing normative concepts is not unique to human beings. It is true that there is evidence that some species have something that is not far from our human concept of justice (Brosnan and De Waal 2003). There are the monkeys who famously object to unequal reward for equal work. Certainly, whatever those animals have is at least the evolutionary basis of our human notion of justice. But there is no evidence at all (thus far) that those sophisticated animals apply a notion like justice, or any other normative notion, to themselves, and then act on that. Yet it is precisely this self-application that is distinctive of human reasoning. (I am happy to be refuted in the future by new empirical evidence on this question.)

The truth is that C&H have unscientific reasons, indeed they have motivations, which make them want to believe that human beings and animals are not different in morally relevant respects. C&H are advocates for animals and believe that in order to pursue this all claims to human uniqueness must be denied. But this seems to be because C&H share a claim with those
they oppose: it is the very implausible claim that if human beings had some unique trait, then it would justify human beings treating animals cruelly. One wonders why anyone would believe that. C&H argue, in reverse: since we should not be cruel to animals, there are no significant differences. But this is not proper reasoning—it is a standard case of irrational wishful thinking.
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